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a few days later, kennedy turns the page.
he reads the chapter about the power of
literature, about how it can reshape our
world. and he thinks about his life. about
the way he came up, about those
neighborhood barbecues where his father
taught him how to rollerskate and his
friends, about all the kids who watched
kennedy in softball, the team that he
played second base for. he thinks about his
childhood hero, superman. how he inspired
kennedy, who as a boy would lie in bed at
night and imagine himself in the caped
heros army. kennedy thinks about the time
superman came to life in the man of steel,
walked through downtown washington, d.c.,
and posed for photos at the white house
and the capitol and the smithsonian.
kennedy remembers how all of his closest
friends from those days had supermans
dirty sneakers and a backpack filled with
comic books and superman lunchboxes.
while reading the nigerian boyo and carla
books, i was reminded of the similar boyo
and carla stories i had read years before,
and how comforting it was to come across
those stories in print. such books, just like
the classic eurocentric american and
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european texts and companies, which
sought to educate and uplift caribbean
youth with stories of their history and
culture, had also travelled to trinidad by sea
during slave trade times. but in those
times, caribbean people largely ignored
european texts, not least because our own
oral stories of our histories were so
beautiful and moving and powerful that
they had to be passed down from
generation to generation without
interruption, while european texts, which
tend to be simplistic and narrow-minded,
did not always adequately capture the
beauty and truth of african culture. and
while the authorities in the caribbean at
that time encouraged the creation of large
collections of afro-caribbean literature and
history, they did not necessarily see the
need to publish such works. that changed in
1959, with the publication of c.l.r. james'
the black jacobins, which in turn led to the
publication of many other great books like
the autobiography of malcolm x and the
autobiography of marcus garvey.
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